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    Should Australia consider bringing back conscription?
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         Update your details        Have you changed your home address, phone number or email? Help us find you.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        Submit a story        Got a great story idea for Contact? Let us know about it.


      

    
  
	
    
      
        UQ Stories        You can now listen to your favourite Contact stories.
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                              Could a four-day work week become a reality?


                                  

      A research team is exploring the viability of a four-day work week following the success of trials in Europe. UQ's Professor John Quiggin discusses the factors that could turn this proposal into a reality.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              From the netball court to the paddocks: meet some of UQ's outstanding mid-year graduates


                                  

      UQ conferred 5400 students in July, including students who were unable to attend graduation ceremonies in 2020 and 2021. Get to know some of UQ's outstanding mid-year graduates.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Celebrating a venture capital pioneer


                                  

      Meet UQ's latest Honorary Doctorate recipient Bob Christiansen – a pioneer in Australian technology venture capital, proud father of twin daughters and an avid scuba diver.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              The clean-ocean crusader


                                  

      Meet the UQ Create Change Young Achiever award-winner who's on a mission to reduce plastic waste.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              From reef labs to research libraries


                                  

      Meet the UQ volunteer who has turned a new page to help give books a second life.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Netball star Gabi Simpson graduates as valedictorian


                                  

      After 11 years of juggling the demands of an elite sporting career with study, Queensland Firebird Gabi Simpson has been acknowledged for her hard work and success, graduating from The University of Queensland as valedictorian.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              My brush with death


                                  

      What’s it like to be bitten by one of the world’s most venomous snakes? Find how a near-fatal snake bite sparked a partnership of discovery and education.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              From Oxford to the farm


                                  

      How the first female Rhodes Scholar became a champion for the agricultural industry.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              It's always hump day in Harrisville


                                  

      UQ experts explain why camels could be the next big Aussie export.
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                              Pursue your passion, design your life


                                  

      How a distinctive Aussie architect has built a career pursuing his passions.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Becoming an Indigenous doctor for Indigenous peoples


                                  

      When Ella Ceolin was in high school, she’d never heard of Indigenous western medicine doctors – now, with the support of the Tran family, she’s well on her way to becoming one. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Leading the charge: supporting electric vehicle research at UQ


                                  

      Australian philanthropists Trevor and Judith St Baker are committed to making a difference.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              A family’s gift to disadvantaged engineering students


                                  

      For Syrian national and UQ student Youssef Eskifeh, engineering has been a lifelong dream. His journey hasn’t always been easy, but the support of the Trundle family – in memory of their husband and father, Roger – has helped him on his way. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Celebrating Not if, When - the Campaign to Create Change


                                  

      There are 600 million reasons to be proud following the closure of UQ's first comprehensive campaign,

Not if, When – the Campaign to Create Change.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Celebrating a lifetime love of the arts


                                  

      During their life, Paula and Tony Kinnane were true patrons of the art – a patronage they have secured for generations to come through an $8 million bequest in 2016 supporting endowments in art and music education at UQ.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Creating the leaders of tomorrow


                                  

      The Andrew N. Liveris Academy for Innovation and Leadership – made possible by a $13.5 million gift by Andrew and his wife, Paula – is poised to produce the next generation of leadership talent, with a cohort of hand-picked scholars and a curriculum that goes beyond just field-specific learning.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Providing opportunities for talented Indigenous students


                                  

      Meg Kelman and Nathan Sagigi have bright dreams for their future - for Meg, to put her love for wildlife to work after graduating from her Bachelor of Vet Technology, and for Nathan, to return to his home in the Torres Strait to translate his studies in Clinical Exercise Physiology (Honours) into ways to help his local community. Both were under stressful financial strain until they received Geoffrey Huey Sattler Indigenous Scholarships, established by an alumnus by bequest in 2019. 

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Creating a path from Maryborough to UQ


                                  

      Since 1972, almost 750 Maryborough and Wide Bay locals have made their way to study at UQ with the support of the Alfred and Olivea Wynne Memorial Scholarships.
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                              Historian honoured in Solomon Islands
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                              The Big Question: What is the leading cause of global inequality?
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                              The big question: is renewable energy sustainable?


                                  

      

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Research Impact - 2016
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    Connecting you with news from UQ's Indigenous community






    


      



  


  
    

    
    
        
      
    

	Subscribe to UQ Yarning


	Sign up now to receive the quarterly UQ Yarning newsletter in your inbox.
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Contact magazine print editions
 
Read more





    


      





  
    


  
  
    
              Alumni and community events

                    
          	See what online and in-person events are happening at UQ...
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        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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